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1 Introduction
API protocols always exist in components or
classes of object-oriented programs. They specify
temporal constraints regarding the order of calls of
component interface functions or public methods of
classes. For example, calling peek() on java.util.Stack
without a preceding push() gives an EmptyStackException, and calling next() on java.util.Iterator without checking whether there is a next element with
hasNext() can result in a NoSuchElementException.
Client programs that violate such protocols do not
obtain the desired behaviors and may even crash the
program (Alur et al., 2005). API protocols are useful
for many tasks of software development, such as
program documentation, understanding, validation,
and testing. However, they are always implicit in
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programs and undocumented. Even when available,
there is no guarantee of their consistency, completeness, and correctness.
Automatic protocol mining (APM) (Ramanathan
et al., 2007; Shoham et al., 2007) is a promising
approach for achieving accurate and complete API
protocols. It synthesizes API protocols from interactions between components and client programs. In
detail, let us assume that c is a class. To mine the API
protocol of c, APM approaches first collect a large
number of object usage scenarios of c from client
programs through program static analysis (Wasylkowski, 2007; Wasylkowski et al., 2007) or dynamic
analysis techniques (Engler et al., 2001; Dallmeier et
al., 2006; Ernst et al., 2007). An object usage scenario
(OUS) is a sequence of method calls, all method calls
of which have the same receiver object. Obviously, an
OUS of class c represents a use case about how client
programs use methods of c. By taking a set of OUSs
of class c as input, API protocols can be inferred
based on sequential data mining algorithms.
Currently, many researchers have made significant efforts on APM and various kinds of techniques
have been proposed. However, just as with any data
mining technique, the sparsity of training data (OUSs)
may cause inaccurate results. This phenomenon has
been reflected in empirical results reported by many
existing mining approaches (Li and Zhou, 2005;
Chang et al., 2007). Generally, the number of OUSs
that can be collected from a client program is smaller
than or equal to that of objects used in the program
(we call this kind of OUS-collecting method a ‘general OUS-collecting approach’ or ‘general approach’
hereafter). Therefore, if a class is seldom used in a
program, we will achieve a small number of OUSs.
This problem can be addressed to some extent by
analyzing a large codebase or more programs. For
example, to mine real programming rules, Thummalapenta and Xie (2011) proposed to gather code
examples from code search engines. However, this
approach will significantly increase time overhead.
Above all, some classes may never be used in any
client programs, such as the abstract class. An abstract
class exposes component interfaces and leaves its
implementations to sub-classes. Since it does not
subsume any implementation details, it cannot be
instantiated and used directly in object-oriented programs. Consequently, we cannot collect OUSs of

abstract classes from client programs, and APM approaches cannot mine their API protocols. However,
abstract classes usually represent high-level abstractions and obey many common and important properties. API protocols of abstract classes are clearer,
more explicit, and more compact than that of their
implementing classes (Dai et al., 2014). Therefore,
they are useful for program understanding. Additionally, as we will point out in Heuristic 1, sub-classes
will preserve API protocols of their super-classes.
Thus, API protocols of abstract classes are beneficial
for program validation.
To gather abundant OUSs for APM efficiently,
we propose an inheritance-based oversampling approach. Our approach is dedicated to object-oriented
programs. The principle behind it is as follows: Let c′
be a sub-class of c. We have the API protocol of c′ that
should be equivalent to or stricter than that of c. In
other words, a valid OUS u′ of class c′ should comply
with the API protocols of c′ and c. Based on the above
observations, our approach can derive an extra OUS u
from u′, which is named ‘reproducing parent OUS
(RP-OUS)’ in this paper (for differentiation, we call
the OUS u′ collected by general approaches ‘general
OUS’). The RP-OUS u is a sub-OUS of u′, which can
be used to mine the API protocol of class c. Our approach is appropriate for any class including the abstract class. Theoretically, given an object-oriented
program p, our technique can maximally collect n
times more OUSs from p than general approaches,
where n is the average number of super-classes
(ANoS) of all general OUSs included in p. To investigate our technique’s feasibility and effectiveness, we
implemented it in our previous dynamic API protocol
mining tool ISpecMiner and used the tool to conduct
experiments. Experimental results show that our
technique can gather 1.95 times more OUSs than
general approaches. Additionally, accurate and complete API protocols are more likely to be achieved.
The earlier conference version of this paper appeared
in Chen et al. (2015b).
The contributions of this paper include: (1) a
general oversampling approach IbO for OUSs, which
is appropriate for program static analysis techniques
and dynamic analysis techniques; (2) an OUScollecting algorithm IbC, which can extract general
OUSs and RP-OUSs from object-oriented programs;
(3) an API protocol mining technique which can learn
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the API protocol for super/abstract classes that are
rarely used in programs directly; (4) investigations of
the effect of our technique on mining API protocols
and runtime overhead.

2 Background
2.1 API protocols
The API protocol is a kind of important program
specification, which can be used for many tasks of
software development. For example, according to
API protocols, we can generate API documentations
that can assist programmers in using APIs correctly.
Additionally, we can verify a program against the API
protocols. Each violation of an API protocol may be a
program bug. Apart from that, API protocols can
assist in generating typical test cases, which makes
software testing become more efficient (Pradel and
Gross, 2012). Since object-oriented programs are
always designed based on the principle of high cohesion and low coupling, component interfaces or a
public method of classes is likely to be datadependent and has temporal constraints (API protocols). If all APIs included in a protocol come from the
same component or class, we call the API protocol a
‘single-object protocol’ or ‘multi-object protocol’.
Fig. 1 illustrates a single-object protocol and a multiobject protocol, which are excerpted from Shoham
et al. (2007) and Pradel et al. (2012), respectively.
Both protocols are described using finite state automata (FSA), where states represent internal states of
involved objects and transitions represent method
calls. The single-object protocol (Fig. 1a) consists of
five public methods, which belong to the same JDK
class java.security.Signature. In contrast, methods
included in the multi-object protocol (Fig. 1b) come
from two different classes: java.util.Collection and
java.util.Iterator.
Since object-oriented programs are always designed based on the principle of high cohesion and
low coupling, single-object protocols widely exist in
programs and many effective automatic mining approaches have been proposed (Dallmeier et al., 2006;
2012; Shoham et al., 2007). The task of mining precise and complete multi-object protocols is a large
challenge; it requires distinguishing related objects
from large sets of interacting objects accurately. On

the one hand, we should consider all object interactions to mine precise and complete protocols. On the
other hand, large sets of interacting objects will lead
to a very high computational overhead that compromises the usefulness of API protocol mining techniques (Dai et al., 2014). For simplicity and clarity,
we present our technique based on single-object
protocols in this work and, unless otherwise specified,
API protocols refer to the single-object protocol
hereafter.
[update]

1

[initverify]
0

[verify]
2

[update]
[sign]

[initsign]

3

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Examples of a single-object protocol (a) and
multi-object protocol (b)

2.2 Automatic API protocol mining techniques
Since programmers are reluctant to write temporal
constraints (API protocols), many APM techniques
have been proposed. Currently, a commonly used
approach is synthesizing API protocols from interactions between components and client programs. This
approach represents the interactions between a component and its clients by a set of OUSs. Each OUS is a
sequence of method calls regarding the component.
By taking a set of OUSs as input, API protocols can
be inferred based on sequential data-mining algorithms. For example, Alur et al. (2005), Wasylkowski
(2007), and Lorenzoli et al. (2008) mined API protocols from OUSs based on grammar inference techniques (Cook and Wolf, 1998). The grammar inference technique takes a set of sentences as input and
synthesizes an FSA grammar, which can generate the
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programs: program static analysis (PSA) and program
dynamic analysis (PDA). The PSA technique does not
require running application programs. It collects
OUSs from client programs by analyzing source code,
bytecode, or other artifacts based on compiler technology (Chen et al., 2014; 2017). The PDA technique
does not require source code as input. It gathers program execution traces (PETs) by running instrumented client programs with test cases generated
manually or automatically. These two kinds of techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages
and complement each other. The PSA technique
(Wasylkowski, 2007; Wasylkowski et al., 2007) can
cover all the program paths and can benefit from
latent specifications (Engler et al., 2001), such as
inferring relationships between variables based on
their naming conventions, while it is tricky to deal
with infeasible paths, complicated data structures, and
pointer aliasing. The PDA technique (Engler et al.,
2001; Dallmeier et al., 2006; Ernst et al., 2007) can be
used more extensively, especially when source code is
unavailable. In addition, the tricky problems in PSA
can be avoided. However, its results largely depend

input set of sentences. Relying on such techniques, an
API protocol is described using one or multiple FSAs
as shown in Fig. 1. Apart from that, some researchers
(Ammons et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2015b) proposed to
mine API protocols from OUSs based on probabilistic
models. As shown in Fig. 2, this approach works in a
two-phase mode. In the first phase, API protocols
described using probabilistic models, such as the
Markov model, are learned from OUSs. Then, the
probabilistic models are transformed to FSA by
eliminating infrequent states and transitions. Compared with FSA, probabilistic models have inherent
abilities to tolerate noises, which are inevitable in
OUSs collected from buggy programs (Chen et al.,
2015a). In the experimental section, we investigate
the effect of our technique based on probabilistic
models.
2.3 OUS-collecting techniques
Just as with any data-mining technique, to
achieve useful API protocols, abundant training data
(OUSs) should be provided. Generally, there exist
two kinds of methods to collect OUSs from client

0.95
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int read()

0.05

void close()

0.0625
0.7707
0.8125

InputStreamReader(InputStream)

FinalPro=0.1957

InitPro=0.3478
. . . Inference

int read(char,int,int)

1

FinalPro=0.8043
0.1756
1
0.0098

int read(CharBuffer)

0.125

InputStreamReader(InputStream, String)
InitPro=0.6522
Markov model of class java.io.InputStreamReader (46, Sun Mar 22 11:45:15 CST 2015)

int read()
InputStreamReader(InputStream,String)

void close()
int read(char[ ],int,int)

InputStreamReader(InputStream)

int read(CharBuffer)

CIM model of class java.io.InputStreamReader (Sun Mar 22 11:45:15 CST 2015)

Fig. 2 The working principle of mining API protocols based on probabilistic models
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upon input test cases. Whatever techniques for collecting OUSs, generally, the number of OUSs that can
be gathered from a client program is smaller than or
equal to that of objects used in the program. Therefore,
if a class is seldom used in a program, we will achieve
a small number of OUSs. Although this problem can
be addressed to some extent by analyzing a large
codebase or more client programs, significant time
overhead will be incurred. Furthermore, it cannot
work for abstract classes, which may never be used in
any programs.
To resolve the above problem, we propose an
inheritance-based oversampling approach for OUSs.
Our technique can be used for PSA and PDA. Theoretically, it can maximally collect n times more OUSs
from an object-oriented program than general approaches, where n is the ANoS of all general OUSs
included in the program. Furthermore, our technique
can achieve OUSs of abstract classes. Section 5 provides the details of our technique.

3 Preliminaries
To elaborate our technique clearly, we provide
some preliminaries on which our work is based. In
this section, we first give the formal definition of
OUS. Then, we introduce the inheritance relationship
of object-oriented programs and present the definition
of the owner classes.
3.1 Object usage scenario
Definition 1 (Object usage scenario) Let PM(c) and
Φ(c) be the sets of public methods and objects instantiated by a class c, respectively. rec(m) denotes
the receiver object of a method call m. Given an object αΦ(c), we use ous(α: c) to denote the object
usage scenario (OUS) of α regarding c, which is a
sequence of method calls <m1, m2, …, mk, …>, kù.
For each method call mkous(α: c), we have mk
PM(c)rec(mk)=α. For notational convenience, given
an OUS u, we use rec(u) and cls(u) to denote the
receiver object and the class of u, respectively, i.e.,
rec(ous(α: c))=α, cls(ous(α: c))=c. Additionally, we
use OUS(c) to denote the set of OUSs regarding class
c, that is, OUS(c)={ous(α: c)|αΦ(c)}. Furthermore,
we extend the notations for sets to OUSs and have the
following:
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mu represents that m is a method call included
in OUS u;
{u} denotes the set of method calls included in
OUS u, i.e., {u}={m|mu};
<m1, m2>u represents that <m1, m2> is a pair of
method calls included in OUS u;
|u| denotes the length of OUS u, that is, the
number of method calls included in u.
In words, an OUS records the interactions (specifically, the order of method calls) between a class
and its client programs. Given a set of OUSs regarding a class, the API protocol of the class can be
learned based on sequential-data mining techniques.
To further clarify the concept of OUSs, we present an
example that illustrates how to extract OUSs from a
contrived program.
Example 1 (Extracting OUSs from programs)
Consider the contrived Java program shown in Fig. 3,
which reads and writes data through JDK classes
FileInputStream and FileOutputStream. Assume that
the loop will iterate twice. According to Definition 1,
we can gather the following OUSs from the program:
(1) ous(fis: FileInputStream): <FileInputStream(),
read(), read(), close()>;
(2) ous(fos: FileOutputStream): <FileOutputStream(), write(), write(), close()>.
1 FileInputStream fis=new FileInputStream(“filepath”);
2 FileOutputStream fos=new FileOutputStream(“filepath”);
3 byte[] buffer=new byte[1024];
4 int count=0;
5 while((count=fis.read(buffer))!=-1) {
6
fos.write(buffer, 0, count);
7 }
8 fis.close();
9 fos.close();

Fig. 3 An example of Java program

As we can see, both OUSs consist of four
method calls. The method calls included in OUS 1)
are called upon the object fis (receiver object), which
is instantiated by class FileInputStream. Similarly, the
receiver object and class of OUS 2) are fos and
FileOutputStream, respectively.
From Definition 1, we have
OUS(c, p )   (c, p ) ,

(1)
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where OUS(c, p) denotes the set of OUSs collected
from a program p regarding class c. Φ(c, p) represents
the set of objects instantiated by class c in program p.
Additionally, if a class is seldom used in a program,
insufficient OUSs regarding the class will be achieved.
What is worse is that, if a class has never been instantiated in a program (e.g., abstract classes), we can
achieve nothing regarding the class.

classes A0, A1, B0, B1, B2, and X shown in Fig. 4. Assume that mxPM(X) is a method inherited from class
B1. We should have mxPM(B2), mxPM(B1). According to Definition 2, we have ONRCLS(mx, X)=
{B2, B1}, while SUPCLS(X)={A1, A0, B2, B1, B0}.

3.2 Inheritance relationship of object-oriented
programs
Let e be a class. We use PM(e) to denote the set
of public methods of e, which can be accessed outside
of e. If c is a sub-class of e, we have PM(c)PM(e);
that is, a sub-class will inherit all public methods from
its super-classes (in this work, we consider only public methods because API protocols always subsume
public methods). Additionally, we have the following
definition regarding the inheritance relationship:
Definition 2 (Owner class)
Let m be a public
method of class c, i.e., mPM(c). We call the superclass e of c that satisfies requirement mPM(e) an
owner class of m. All owner classes of m from c form
a set, which is defined as follows:
ONRCLS(m, c)  eSUPCLS(c )  m  PM(e)  ,

(2)

where SUPCLS() denotes the set of super-classes.
Note that not all super-classes are owner classes.
Given a method mPM(c), we have ONRCLS(m, c)
SUPCLS(c). Consider the inheritance tree regarding

Fig. 4 An example of the inheritance tree

4 Motivating example
From Section 3.1, we can see that insufficient
OUSs will be achieved if a class is seldom used in a
program. In this section, we present an example that
motivates our technique of oversampling OUSs.
Consider the top program shown in Fig. 5b,
which reads data from a file via JDK class java.io.
FileReader. If the loop iterates twice, an OUS ous(rd:
FileReader) as shown in Fig. 5c will be extracted from
the program. On the other hand, via substituting class
FileReader with its super-class java.io.InputStreamReader (the inheritance relationship is shown in
Fig. 5a), we can derive a new program as shown in the
bottom of Fig. 5b. The derived program is valid and

Fig. 5 Motivating example: (a) inheritance relationship; (b) class substitution; (c) OUS derivation
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functionally equivalent to the original program. Additionally, from the derived program, we can extract
an OUS ous(rd: InputStreamReader) as shown in
Fig. 5c. The above phenomenon gives us an inspiration that we may derive an OUS regarding a class
from OUSs of its sub-classes.
Note that substituting a super-class for subclasses may not achieve a valid program because a
super-class may not be an owner class of all invoked
methods. For example, if we substitute the class
FileReader in the top program of Fig. 5b with the
super-class java.lang.Object, we will achieve an invalid program because the super-class is not an owner
class of the invoked methods read() and close(). In
this case, we should extract common methods from an
OUS and form a derived OUS. Section 5 provides
details of our technique.

5 Our technique
5.1 Inheritance-based oversampling of OUSs
To achieve sufficient OUSs for APM, we propose an oversampling approach based on the inheritance relationship among classes. Given an OUS u,
our inheritance-based oversampling (IbO) approach
can derive multiple OUSs from u.
Our technique is based on the following heuristic
in terms of the inheritance relationship among
classes:
Heuristic 1 Let M and c be a set of methods and a
class, respectively. We use ρ(M, c) to denote the API
protocol regarding M imposed by c. Given a sub-class
c′ of c, we have ρ(PM(c), c′)  ρ(PM(c), c), where 
means that protocol ρ(PM(c), c′) is equivalent to or
stricter than ρ(PM(c), c).
In other words, the implementation of a subclass should not violate the API protocols imposed by
its super-classes.
We make the heuristic based on the following
literature: (1) From the perspective of data abstraction
and hierarchy (Liskov, 1987), a subtype is one whose
objects provide all the behavior of objects of another
type (the supertype) plus something extra. (2) According to the substitution property (Bruce and
Wegner, 1986), given two types S and T, if for each
object αΦ(S) there is an object βΦ(T) such that for
all programs P defined in terms of T, the behavior of
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P is unchanged when α is substituted for β, then S is a
subtype of T.
The above data abstraction and hierarchy principles are supported by linguistic mechanisms in
many object-oriented programming languages, such
as Simula 67, CLU, Smalltalk, and Java. A typical
case in Java language is the exception handling
mechanism. In Java programs, a method can incur
exceptions through the throw statement. What is interesting is that, when a method is re-implemented in
a sub-class, the exceptions thrown in super-classes
should be inherited. For example, assume that E is the
set of exceptions thrown by a method m defined in
class A. When we overwrite the method m in a
sub-class A′ of A, all exceptions in E should be thrown;
that is, A′ should not violate restrictions on exceptions
imposed by A. Our case is similar to the exception
handling mechanism. What is different is that we
consider the constraints regarding the order of calls of
methods rather than the exceptions.
In conclusion, according to the data abstraction
and hierarchy principle, we know: a subtype should
not violate the API protocols imposed by its supertypes regarding inherited methods; otherwise, the
substitution property cannot be satisfied. What may
occur is that the subtype has a stricter API protocol
than supertypes.
Relying on the above analysis, we reach the
following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Existence of reproducing parent OUSs)
Assume that c′ is a sub-class of c. PM(c) denotes the
set of public methods of class c. For simplicity, we use
ρ(c) to denote ρ(PM(c), c). Given an OUS u′OUS(c′)
that satisfies ρ(c′), there exists a reproducing parent
OUS (RP-OUS)
u : m1 , m2 , mi ,, m j ,  , i, j  ,

(3)

mi, mjPM(c)<mi, mj>u′, such that u satisfies ρ(c).
Proof (Proof by contradiction)
Given a pair of
method calls h and an API protocol ρ, we use h NPT ρ
to denote that h cannot be accepted by ρ. Assume that
u does not satisfy ρ(c). We should have
  m, m  u ,  m, m  NPT (c).

(4)

On the other hand, from Theorem 1, we have
  mi , m j  u ,  mi , m j  u .

(5)
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Thus, we have
  m, m  u ,  m, m  NPT (c).

(6)

By summing up the total number of RP-OUSs and
super-classes of u through G, we have

 RP-OUS(u )   SUPCLS  cls(u )  .

Since m, m′{u}, we have

uG

  m, m  u ,  m, m  NPT ({u}, c).

(7)

On the other hand, according to Heuristic 1, we have
ρ({u}, c′)  ρ({u}, c). Therefore, we have
  m, m  u ,  m, m  NPT ({u}, c).

Obviously, according to the characteristics of the set
union operation, we have

 RP-OUS(u)   RP-OUS(u) .

(8)

(13)

uG

uG

Based on the above analysis, we have

Since {u}PM(c′), we have
  m, m  u,  m, m  NPT (c).

(9)

Consequently, we find that u′ does not satisfy ρ(c′),
which is a contradiction.
Theorem 1 implies an approach to derive an extra RP-OUS u from u′, where u can be used to train the
API protocol of a super-class. For notational convenience, we denote u by rp-ous(u′, c), where u′ is
called the source OUS of u, and c is the class of u.
Note that an RP-OUS and its source OUS have the
same receiver object and different classes, that is,
rec(u)=rec(u′), cls(u)≠cls(u′). All RP-OUSs derived
from u′ form a set
RP-OUS(u)={u | rp-ous(u, c)  c  SUPCLS(cls(u ))}.
(10)
To differentiate between RP-OUSs, we call the
OUS that can be extracted from a program directly
(i.e., the OUS without source OUSs) ‘general OUS’.
Additionally, we come to the following conclusion
with respect to RP-OUSs and general OUSs:
Theorem 2 (Maximum number of RP-OUSs) Let G
be the set of general OUSs gathered from a program P.
R =  uG RP-OUS(u ) is the set of RP-OUSs achieved
from P. We have |R|≤d×|G|, where
d   SUPCLS  cls  u  

(12)

uG

G

uG

is the ANoS of all OUSs included in G (a super-class
of OUS u refers to that of cls(u)).
Proof According to Eq. (1), we have

u  G, RP-OUS(u )  SUPCLS  cls(u )  . (11)

 RP-OUS(u )   SUPCLS  cls(u)  ,

(14)

| R | d  | G | .

(15)

uG

uG

that is,

In words, the RP-OUSs that can be achieved
from a program is maximally n times the number of
general OUSs, where n is the ANoS of all general
OUSs included in the program. The maximum value
is achieved when each super-class corresponds to an
RP-OUS. However, as illustrated in Example 2, this
case may not be satisfied in practice.
Example 2 (Deriving RP-OUSs from general OUSs)
Consider the Java programs illustrated in Fig. 6. The
four classes A0, A1, A2, and A3 have the following
inheritance relationships: class A1 inherits from A0,
class A2 inherits from A1, and class A3 inherits from
A2. Since a sub-class will inherit public methods of
its super-classes, the public methods subsumed by
each class are listed in Table 1 (methods inherited
from super-classes are in italic). Assume that we have
an OUS u′OUS(A3): <m11, m12, m31, m32, m20,
m23, m33>. According to Theorem 1, we can achieve
the following RP-OUSs:
rp-ous(u′, A1): <m11, m12>;
rp-ous(u′, A2): <m11, m12, m20, m23>.
As we can see, two RP-OUSs are derived from u′,
corresponding to super-classes A1 and A2. As to
super-class A0, since OUS u′ does not subsume any
methods of A0, we cannot derive an RP-OUS from u′
regarding this class.
In conclusion, the number of OUSs that can be
extracted from a program by general approaches is
smaller than or equal to the number of objects used in
the program. Relying on the inheritance relationship
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among classes, our oversampling technique can
maximally derive n times more OUSs (RP-OUSs),
where n is the ANoS of all general OUSs included in
the program.
Table 1 Public methods of classes with inheritance
relationships
Class

Public methods

A0

m01, m02, m03

A1

m01, m02, m03, m11, m12, m13

A2
A3

m01, m02, m03, m11, m12, m13, m21, m22, m23
m01, m02, m03, m11, m12, m13, m21, m22, m23,
m31, m32, m33

public class A0{
public A0(){}
public void m01(){}
public void m02(){}
public void m03(){}
}

public class A1 extends A0{
public A1(){}
public void m11(){}
public void m12(){}
public void m13(){}
}

(a)
public class A2 extends A1{
public A2(){}
public void m21(){}
public void m22(){}
public void m23(){}
}

(b)
public class A3 extends A2{
public A3(){}
public void m31(){}
public void m32(){}
public void m33(){}
}

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6 Program examples illustrating the inheritance
relationship among classes: class A1 (b) extends class A0
(a); class A2 (c) extends class A1 (b); class A3 (d) extends
class A2 (c)

5.2 Inheritance-based OUS collection

In this subsection, we integrate our IbO technique with PDA and propose an inheritance-based
OUS collection (IbC) algorithm. IbC supports IbO
and works in an online mode; that is, it proceeds with
each method event of PETs sequentially. Since it does
not require loading all PETs into memory at one time,
minimum space overhead will be incurred.
5.2.1 Program execution traces
To simplify the introduction of our technique, we
neglect technical details about PDA. Our IbC algorithm directly takes PETs, the output of PDA techniques, as the input. A PET consists of a sequence of
method events. Each method event encapsulates all
necessary information regarding a method call. In this
study, we describe it based on the following format:
<MT>:<TS>:<TID>:<CN>:<MN>:<OID>.
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<MT> is the type of method event, including the
general method event (type ‘G’) and the reproducing
parent method event (RP method event, type ‘R’).
The general and RP method events are the basic elements of general OUSs and RP-OUSs, respectively.
Generally, method events included in a primitive PET
are general method events.
<TS> is the time stamp of method events, the
value of the system timer at the time when a method
event occurs.
<TID> is the identifier of the thread that raises a
method event.
<CN> is the full qualified name of the class defining the entered method.
<MN> is the signature of the entered method.
<OID> is the identifier of the receiver object
referenced to by this. It is zero if the entered method is
static. To simplify the introduction of our technique,
we exclude the static method from consideration.
For notational convenience, given a method
event e, we use e.t (t{<MT>, <TS>, <TID>, <CN>,
<MN>, <OID>}) to denote the above attributes regarding e.
5.2.2 Extracting OUSs from PETs
Given a PET t, the objective of IbC is to categorize the set of method events included in t into
different groups. Each ordered group corresponds to
an OUS, which consists of method events with the
same attributes <TID>, <CN>, and <OID>. IbC addresses this classification problem based on the following function:
f (e)  bkdrhash(e.TID  e.CN  e.OID),

(16)

where e is a method event, bkdrhash() is a commonly
used hash function proposed by Brian Kernighanm and
Dennis Ritchie (Kernighan and Ritchie, 1988; Skala
and Petruska, 2014). The hash function can uniformly
map a string to an integer. Since method events included in an OUS have the same <TID>, <CN>, and
<OID>, we use the results of f() to uniquely label a
group (OUS). After the classification, OUSs can be
achieved by ordering method events in each group in
terms of the <TS> attribute (this step is not necessary
if we classify method events sequentially). The above
method can extend to RP-OUSs straightforwardly. In
detail, for each method event e, we derive a set of RP
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method events regarding e as follows:
RPME(e)  {e | e.MT  ' R ' e.TS  e.TS
 e.TID  e.TID  e.MN  e.MN
(17)
 e.OID  e.OID  e.CN  p,
p  ONRCLS(e.MN, e.CN)}.

For notational convenience, given an RP method
event e′RPME(e), we call e the source method event
of e′. The RP method event is similar to the general
method event except for <MT> and <CN> attributes
(the <MT> value of an RP method event is ‘R’ rather
than ‘G’, and the <CN> value of an RP method event
is an owner class of its source method event’s <MN>
value). By applying the same classification strategy
used for general method events to RP method events,
we can achieve RP-OUSs.
The outline of our IbC algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 1. As we can see, it leverages a data
structure H to store OUSs. The data structure is a set
of queues, which are organized into a hash table
(Fig. 7). Each entry is a key-value pair. The key
uniquely identifies an OUS, which is computed based
on Eq. (2). The value is a queue used to save method
events of the OUS. Relying on the hash table, IbC
processes method events in a PET sequentially. For
each method event, it computes the identifier cid of
the OUS to which the method event belongs and then
pushes the method event into the corresponding
queue H[cid]. Additionally, to achieve RP-OUSs, for
each method event e, IbC derives the set of RP
method events regarding e by calling function
RPEventSet(e). After that, the set of RP method
events are added to the end of the input PET, and they
will also be grouped into the hash table.
Algorithm 1 Inheritance-based OUS extraction
Input: t, a PET achieved by the PDA technique.
Output: S, the set of OUSs implicit in t.
Notation: cid, the identifier of a group (OUS); H, a hash table,
where the key is the identifier of a group, and the value is a
queue used to save method events; Erp, the set of RP method
events derived from a general method event.
Methods:
1
for each method event et do
2
cid←bkdrhash(e.TID+e.CN+e.OID)
3
Push e into the queue H[cid]
4
if e.MT=“G” then

Erp←call RPEventSet(e)
Add Erp to the end of t
end if
end for
Copy data from H into S
10 Output S

5
6
7
8
9

Given a general method event e, function
RPEventSet() derives the set of RP method events
from e based on the following approach. First, it
computes the set of owner classes of e.MN from e.CN
by calling function OwnerClassSet(e). Then, for each
owner class, an RP method event is composed and
output. From the outline of function OwnerClassSet(),
we can see that a queue Q is used. With the help of the
queue, function OwnerClassSet() finds owner classes
along the inheritance tree from the bottom up using a
breadth-first searching approach. In detail, it first
pushes all direct super-classes of e.CN into Q. Then,
for each class c popped from Q, it checks whether c is
an owner class. If c is an owner class, we add it to the
output set W and push all its direct super-classes into
Q. Note that if c is not an owner class, it is not necessary to continue checking its super-classes, because
it is certain that they are not owner classes either.
Function RPEventSet(e)
Parameter: e, a general method event.
Output: Erp, the set of RP method events derived from e.
Notation: W, the set of owner classes of e.
Methods:
1. W←call OwnerClassSet(e).
2. for each owner class cW do
3.
Compose an RP method event e′, such that e′.MT
=“R”e′.TS=e.TSe′.TID=e.TIDe′.MN
=e.MNe′.OID=e.OIDe′.CN=c
4.
Add e′ into Erp
5. end for
6. Output Erp

OUS ID

...

OUS ID

...

OUS ID

...
...

OUS ID
...

Fig. 7 The data structure used by IbC
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Function OwnerClassSet(e)
Parameter: e, a general method event.
Output: W, the set of owner classes of e.MN from e.CN, i.e.,
ONRCLS(e.MN, e.CN).
Notation: Q, a queue used to save classes.
Methods:
1. Find all direct super-classes of e.CN and push them into Q
2. while Q is not empty do
3.
Pop the top class c from Q
4.
if e.MNPM(c) then
5.
Add c into W
6.
Find all direct super-classes of c and push them into Q
7.
end if
8. end while
9. Output W

5.2.3 Time and space complexity
As illustrated in Algorithm 1, the IbC algorithm
consists mainly of a loop, which processes method
events in a PET sequentially. Let t be the input PET.
The loop will iterate |t| times. For each general method
event et, IbC calls function RPEventSet() to compute the set of RP method events. The RPEventSet()
function comprises a function call of OwnerClassSet()
and a loop which iterates through all owner classes. In
the worst case, the number of owner classes equals
that of super-classes. Thus, let d be the ANoS of all
method events (a super-class of a method event e
refers to that of e.CN). The time complexities of
function RPEventSet() and IbC should be O(2×d) and
O(2×d×|t|), respectively. On the other hand, it is quite
reasonable to assume d to be a constant because, in
general, the set of super-classes has a limited size.
Consequently, the IbC algorithm has a time complexity of O(|t|).
Since IbC works in an online mode, it has a low
demand on the memory. The primary space overhead
introduced by IbC is the hash table H used to save
OUSs, which has the same size as the input PET t.
Although functions RPEventSet() and OwnerClassSet() also lead to some memory overhead (such as the
set of owner classes W and queue Q used to save
super-classes), it is within a limited size and can be
taken as a constant. Therefore, the space complexity
of IbC is O(|t|).
In conclusion, IbC is an effective and efficient
OUS-collecting algorithm, which has a linear time
and space complexity. Compared with general OUScollecting approaches (which can collect only general
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OUSs), IbC can collect general OUSs and RP-OUSs.
Although we introduce IbC based on PDA techniques
in this study, IbO is a general approach and is also
appropriate for PSA.
6 Evaluation

To evaluate our technique, we implemented it in
our previous prototype tool ISpecMiner and used the
tool to conduct experiments. In this section, we first
introduce our dynamic API protocol miner ISpecMiner. Then, we present subjects used in our evaluation. Finally, we conduct several experiments and
investigate the following issues:
1. Is our technique effective in terms of mining
API protocols?
2. Is the cost (in terms of runtime overhead) of
using our technique affordable in practice?
6.1 Prototype tool ISpecMiner

ISpecMiner is a dynamic program specification
mining tool developed based on Java 1.6 (Chen et al.,
2015a). It leverages the Java agent (Caserta and Zendra,
2014) technique and Javassist (http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Javassist; Skala and Petruska, 2014; Tatsubori et al., 2001) to extract OUSs from Java programs
dynamically, and then infers class temporal specifications (API protocols). The most distinguishing
characteristic of ISpecMiner is that it describes program specifications using a probabilistic model extended from the Markov chain, which has an inherent
ability to tolerate noise. Furthermore, since ISpecMiner learns program specifications in an online
mode, mined specifications can evolve persistently.
For comparison tests, we implemented both a
general OUS-collecting algorithm and our IbC in
ISpecMiner. The general OUS-collecting algorithm is
similar to IbC shown in Algorithm 1. The difference
is that it does not subsume the if-then statement and
cannot collect RP-OUSs. For notational convenience,
we denote ISpecMiner integrated with the general
OUS-collecting algorithm and IbC ISpecMiner-1 and
ISpecMiner-2 separately. The latest version of ISpecMiner can be obtained at http://www.ispecminer.com.
6.2 Subjects

Our evaluation is based on two sets of subjects.
The first set of subjects (Table 2) is composed of
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real-world Java programs. We selected these programs based on the following considerations:
1. Open source software. Though ISpecMiner is
a dynamic specification mining tool and the source
code is not necessary, it is helpful for us to figure out
problems encountered in experiments and validate
results.
2. Programs coming from various domains.
Programs from various areas may avoid the biases
existing in our evaluation.
Table 2 The first set of subjects used for evaluation
Subject
Version
Description
FreeMind
0.9
Mind-mapping software
RapidMiner
5.3
Environment for machine
learning and data mining
SQuirreL
3.4
Java SQL client
SQL client
OpenProj
1.4
Project management
software

KLoC
22
513
253
120

KLoC: kilo lines of code

The second set of subjects (Fig. 8) is an assembly
of four orchestrated Java programs, designed to
measure the runtime overhead of our technique.
6.3 Investigation of API protocols mined with our
technique

To investigate the effect of our method on mining API protocols, we used ISpecMiner-1 and

(a)

(c)

ISpecMiner-2 to mine API protocols from several
real-world Java programs separately, and then compared the achieved protocols. The subject programs
are shown in Table 2, each run with manual input data.
We configured ISpecMiner-1 and ISpecMiner-2 to
instrument the classes shown in Table 3 and their
super-classes (except for java.lang. Object). The
reasons that we selected these classes are: (1) they are
commonly used in various kinds of Java programs;
(2) they have more than one super-class. Thus, in an
ideal case, a general OUS of these classes will derive
at least one RP-OUS. Note that due to some technical
reasons, we excluded the common super-class java.
lang.Object from instrumentation and neglected it
when counting the number of super-classes. Take as
an example the class java.io.FileInputStream shown
at the second row of Table 3. It has two super-classes
java.io.InputStream and java.lang.Object. According
to our counting method, the number of its superclasses is one.
The statistical results of the API protocols mined
by ISpecMiner-1 and ISpecMiner-2 are presented in
Table 4. We investigated 19 classes in all, inclusive of
the classes listed in Table 3 and their super-classes (in
italics). For each class, we presented the number of
OUSs and API protocols achieved by ISpecMiner-1
and ISpecMiner-2, respectively. Additionally, the
comparison results of the API protocols are given.
Overall, ISpecMiner-1 collected 8539 OUSs and

(b)

(d)

Fig. 8 The second set of subjects used for evaluation, which subsumes four orchestrated Java programs (a)–(d)
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achieved 12 API protocols (we excluded invalid
OUSs that had only one constructor method).
ISpecMiner-2 collected 25 208 OUSs and achieved 17
API protocols. ISpecMiner-1 and ISpecMiner-2 collected the same number of OUSs for the first 11
classes (rows 1 to 11), and their API protocols are also
identical. However, as for their super-classes (rows 12
to 19), ISpecMiner-1 collected few OUSs except for
InputStreamReader and OutputStreamWriter. In contrast, ISpecMiner-2 collected many more OUSs than
ISpecMiner-1 regarding these classes (except for
Table 3 Investigated classes in the first experiment
No.

Instrumented class

Number of
super-classes
2

1

java.io.PushbackInputStream

2

java.io.FileInputStream

3

java.io.FileOutputStream

1

4

java.io.BufferedReader

1

1

5

java.io.BufferedWriter

1

6

java.io.DataInputStream

2

7

java.io.DataOutputStream

2

8

java.io.FileReader

2

9

java.io.FileWriter

2

10

java.io.BufferedInputStream

2

11

java.io.PrintWriter

1

FilterOutputStream). The overall OUSs collected by
ISpecMiner-2 is 1.95 times more than that collected
by ISpecMiner-1, which is near the maximum number
of folds 1.97 given by Theorem 2. The reason for this
huge increase is that ISpecMiner-2 can derive a large
number of RP-OUSs for super-classes even if these
classes are not used during the run of subject programs. Although ISpecMiner-1 also collected some
OUSs regarding the super-classes InputStreamReader
and OutputStreamWriter, they are general OUSs and
their number is smaller than that collected by
ISpecMiner-2. Note that both ISpecMiner-1 and
ISpecMiner-2 failed to achieve any OUSs regarding
classes DataOutputStream and FilterOutputStream.
This is because neither these classes themselves nor
their sub-classes were used during the run of subject
programs.
Above all, the API protocols mined by ISpecMiner-2 are more accurate and complete than those
mined by ISpecMiner-1. For a close investigation, we
present two pairs of API protocols in Fig. 9. As we
can see, API protocols (a) and (b) are of the class
InputStreamReader mined by ISpecMiner-1 and
ISpecMiner-2, respectively. API protocols (c) and (d)
are of the class OutputStreamWriter mined by
ISpecMiner-1 and ISpecMiner-2, respectively. The
API protocols are described using an extended

Table 4 Statistical results of the comparison test on API protocols

*

No.

Investigated class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

java.io.PushbackInputStream
java.io.FileInputStream
java.io.FileOutputStream
java.io.BufferedReader
java.io.BufferedWriter
java.io.DataInputStream
java.io.DataOutputStream
java.io.FileReader
java.io.FileWriter
java.io.BufferedInputStream
java.io.PrintWriter
java.io.FilterInputStream
java.io.InputStreamReader
java.io.OutputStreamWriter
java.io.FilterOutputStream
java.io.InputStream
java.io.OutputStream
java.io.Reader
java.io.Writer
Total

OUS number
ISpecMiner-1 ISpecMiner-2
146
146
66
66
26
26
46
46
28
28
280
280
0
0
21
21
6
6
7850
7850
31
31
0
8192
26
46
13
19
0
0
0
8258
0
26
0
89
0
78
8539
25 208

API protocol*
ISpecMiner-1 ISpecMiner-2
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
×
×
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
×
√
√
√
√
√
×
×
×
√
×
√
×
√
×
√
12
17

Comparison**
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y(12), N(7)

Whether or not an API protocol was achieved; ** whether or not the API protocols mined by ISpecMiner-1 and ISpecMiner-2 are identical
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Markov model MCF, where states (rounded rectangles) and transitions (arrows) represent methods and
temporal relationships between methods, respectively.
An MCF may subsume three kinds of probabilities:
initial probability (InitPro), final probability (FinalPro), and transition probability. The initial and final
probabilities reflect how probable a method appears
at the beginning and at the end of an OUS, respectively. The transition probability is labeled with arrows, indicating how probable a method is deemed
before or after another method. Details about MCF
can be found in Chen et al. (2015a).
From Fig. 9, we can see that the API protocols
mined by ISpecMiner-2 are more complete than those
mined by ISpecMiner-1. For example, the API protocol of the class InputStreamReader, mined by
ISpecMiner-2 (b), has one more state and four more
transitions than those mined by ISpecMiner-1 (a). As

for the API protocols of the class OutputStreamWriter
shown in (c) and (d), although they have the same
number of states, the one mined by ISpecMiner-2 (d)
has many more transitions than that mined by
ISpecMiner-1 (c). Additionally, by manual inspection,
we found that the additional states and transitions
were consistent with JDK documentations. Based on
the above analysis, we conclude that our technique is
helpful for mining complete API protocols.
On the other hand, API protocols mined by
ISpecMiner-2 have a more reasonable probability
distribution than those mined by ISpecMiner-1:
normal behaviors have higher probabilities than abnormal behaviors. Take the API protocol of class
InputStreamReader as an example. The final probability (FinalPro) of state close() was increased from
0.6154 (Fig. 9a) to 0.8043 (Fig. 9b), while the final
probability of state read(char[], int, int) was decreased

Fig. 9 API protocols achieved in our evaluation: (a) API protocol of InputStreamReader mined by ISpecMiner-1;
(b) API protocol of InputStreamReader mined by ISpecMiner-2; (c) API protocol of OutputStreamWriter mined by
ISpecMiner-1; (d) API protocol of OutputStreamWriter mined by ISpecMiner-2
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from 0.2308 (Fig. 9a) to 0.1957 (Fig. 9b). The probability distribution of the API protocol mined by
ISpecMiner-2 is more consistent with JDK documentation: the usage of class InputStreamReader
should end with method close(); that is, the API protocol of the class should have only one final state
close(). The reason for this is that ISpecMiner-2 collected more OUSs, which can mitigate the problem of
overfitting to some extent and achieve more accurate
API protocols.
Furthermore, we found that ISpecMiner-2 mined
five more API protocols than ISpecMiner-1 regarding
the following classes: FilterInputStream, InputStream,
OutputStream, Reader, and Writer. Since these classes
were not used during the run of subject programs,
ISpecMiner-1 hardly collected any OUS regarding
them. However, ISpecMiner-2 can derive a large
number of RP-OUSs from the general OUSs regarding their sub-classes. It seems that API protocols
regarding super-classes are useless for program validation because they are seldom used in application
programs. As a matter of fact, there still exist many
super-classes that are frequently used in programs,
such as InputStreamReader and OutputStreamWriter
(it is just because both classes were used during the
run of subject programs that ISpecMiner-1 could
mine their API protocols). Even if some classes may
never be used in programs (such as abstract classes),
their API protocols may be useful for program understanding and validation. For example, we can
validate the design of an abstract class based on
mined protocols, which may be beneficial for validating sub-classes inherited from the abstract class.
In conclusion, we performed a comparison test
based on four real-world Java programs and investigated the OUSs and API protocols achieved by
ISpecMiner. Experimental results show that IbC can
gather 1.95 times more OUSs than the general OUScollecting algorithm. Additionally, complete and accurate API protocols are more likely to be achieved.
Apart from that, our technique can mine API protocols for classes never used in programs, which is
beneficial for validating software architectures.
6.4 Investigation of runtime overhead of our
technique

In this subsection, we investigate the runtime
overhead of our technique, which may threaten the
validity of our approach.
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Since measuring the execution time of many
real-world programs (e.g., programs that require interactions from users during their run) precisely is
intractable, we performed the experiment based on a
set of contrived Java programs (Fig. 8). As we can see,
the subject programs are single-threaded and do not
require user interactions. Relying on the subject programs, we conducted the following groups of tests:
(1) running each subject program once without instrumentation; (2) running each subject program once
with ISpecMiner-1; (3) running each subject program
once with ISpecMiner-2. The platform that we used
was Intel® CoreTM i3-2100 3.1 GHz with 3 GB
memory running Windows XP. All groups of tests
were based on the same input data and repeated seven
times. Additionally, ISpecMiner-1 and ISpecMiner-2
were configured to instrument the following classes:
java.util.LinkedList, java.io.BufferedReader, java.util.
Stack, java.io.FileReader, and java.io.FileWriter. Note
that all the above classes would be used during the run
of subject programs. Also, note that program (c) or (d)
shown in Fig. 8 takes a file named FileReaderDemo.
txt or FileWriterDemo.txt as input, respectively. In
our evaluation, FileReaderDemo.txt contains 33 lines
of text and FileWriterDemo.txt is empty.
The experimental results are shown in Table 5.
As we can see, we present program execution times of
the first group (GP1), second group (GP2), and third
group (GP3). The runtime overheads of ISpecMiner-1
(ISM-1) and ISpecMiner-2 (ISM-2) and the percentage of increased runtime overhead caused by our
technique (Inc) are also given, which are computed
based on the following equations:
ISM-1  GP2  GP1,
ISM-2  GP3  GP1,
ISM-2  ISM-1
×100%.
Inc=
ISM-1

(18)
(19)
(20)

By averaging the results of all the seven execution times of the tests, we found that the mean program execution time of GP1, GP2, or GP3 was 18.7,
33.9, or 36.3 ms, respectively. The mean runtime
overheads of ISpecMiner-1 and ISpecMiner-2 were
15.1 and 17.6 ms, respectively. ISpecMiner-2 caused
an average of 21% more runtime overhead than
ISpecMiner-1. Since the OUS-collecting algorithms
of ISpecMiner-1 and ISpecMiner-2 are nearly the
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same except for the functionality of deriving
RP-OUSs, the extra runtime overhead is introduced
mainly by our IbO technique.

3

D    SUPCLS(Ti )  1  1.

(23)

i 1

Let n be the ANoS. We have
Table 5 Results of runtime overhead investigation
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Execution time (ms)
GP1 GP2
GP3
17
35
37
18
33
36
19
33
35
25
30
33
17
35
37
18
38
41
17
33
35

Runtime overhead (ms)
ISM-1 ISM-2
Inc (%)
18
20
11
15
18
20
14
16
14
5
8
60
18
20
11
20
23
15
16
18
13

From Section 5.2.3, we can see that our IbO algorithm has a time complexity of O(l), where l is the
length of input PETs. Thus, although more runtime
overhead may be introduced by our technique, it is
within an acceptable range. Furthermore, the increased runtime overhead is trivial with respect to the
benefit brought by the large number of additional
OUSs. Above all, our technique is helpful for improving the accuracy and completeness of mined API
protocols, which is a concern more relevant than the
runtime overhead for API protocol mining and
applications.
6.5 Limitations

In this work, we discussed our technique based
on single-object protocols. However, according to the
substitution property (Bruce and Wegner, 1986), our
technique may be also appropriate for mining multiobject protocols. For example, given the following
method call sequence used to mine multi-object protocols regarding objects T1, T2, and T3,

 T1 .m1 , T1 .m2 , T2 .m3 , T1 .m4 , T2 .m5 , T3 .m6 , (21)
where Ti (i=1, 2, 3) and mj (j=1, 2, …, 6) denote types
and methods, respectively, our technique may derive
a set of additional method call sequences:
D  { T1.m1 , T1.m2 , T2.m3 , T1.m4 , T2.m5 , T3.m6 
(22)
| Ti   Ti  Ti  SUPCLS(Ti ), i  1, 2,3}.

The number of derived method call sequences can be
computed as follows:

D  n3 .

(24)

Note that compared with single-object protocol mining techniques (in which case |D|≤n), our technique
may be more effective in mining multi-object protocols. Above all, the derived method call sequences
subsume many more object interactions regarding
super-classes, which may lead to more complete
multi-object protocols.
Since multi-object protocol mining techniques
are quite complex, to make our technique understandable, we confine our work to single-object protocols. Applications of our technique to multi-object
protocols are left as an extension of this work.

7 Related work

Many researchers have made significant efforts
in mining API protocols. In this section, we introduce
some typical studies in this area.
Wasylkowski et al. (2007) mined object usage
models (FSA) from Java bytecode and a tool JADET
was developed. Lorenzoli et al. (2008) modeled API
protocols using EFSM which is an extension from
FSM. Alur et al. (2005) synthesized an FSA model of
API protocols using L* learning algorithms combined
with model checking and abstract interpretation
techniques.
Since FSA is a kind of deterministic model with
an inability to tolerate noise, many researchers proposed mining API protocols based on probabilistic
models. Ammons et al. (2002) proposed to mine
temporal specifications among application programming interfaces (API) or abstract data types (ADT)
based on probabilistic finite state automaton (PFSA).
A PFSA is a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA),
in which each edge is labeled by an abstract interaction and weighted by how often the edge is traversed
while generating or accepting scenario strings. To
mine temporal specifications, first an off-the-shelf
PFSA learner was used to analyze scenario strings and
generate a PFSA. Next, another component corer was
employed to transform PFSA to NFA by discarding
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rarely used edges and weights. The NFA obtained was
used for program verification and manual inspection.
Chen et al. (2015a) mined class temporal specifications based on an extended Markov model. They first
synthesized probabilistic models from a set of OUSs
and then transformed the probabilistic models to deterministic models. They discussed the challenge of
unconnected models and proposed an approach to
select proper threshold values. Based on the computed threshold values, they can eliminate noises and
achieve connected models.
Dai et al. (2014) is similar to ours in that both are
able to mine API protocols of abstract classes. To
obtain the API protocol of an abstract class, they extracted submodels from API protocols of its implementing classes through a state-preserving submodel
extraction algorithm. The difference in our work is
that it synthesizes the API protocols of abstract classes based on derived RP-OUSs.
Whatever the techniques used, an adequate
number of OUSs is essential for mining accurate and
complete API protocols. To resolve the problem, existing approaches resort to analyzing a large codebase
or more application programs, which require much
time overhead. In this study, we proposed an oversampling approach for OUSs, which can collect many
times more OUSs than general approaches from a
single application program.

8 Conclusions and future work

Different from many existing approaches that
increase the number of OUSs by analyzing a large
codebase or more programs, we proposed an oversampling approach IbO. IbO is a general approach
applicable for object-oriented programs. Additionally,
it can be integrated with both PSA and PDA techniques. Based on the inheritance relationship among
classes, IbO can collect n times more OUSs than
general approaches, where n is the ANoS of all general OUSs. To ease the use of our technique, we integrated IbO with PDA and proposed an OUScollecting algorithm IbC, which can collect general
OUSs and RP-OUSs.
Based on our previous prototype ISpecMiner, we
investigated the effect of our method on mining API
protocols and the runtime overhead incurred by our
approach. Experimental results showed that our
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technique collected 1.95 times more OUSs than a
general approach, and that accurate and complete API
protocols were more likely to be achieved. Although
many API protocols achieved by our technique were
of super-classes (which may be seldom or even never
used in programs), they are beneficial for program
understanding and validation. What may threaten the
validity of our technique is the significant runtime
overhead. However, through formal analysis and
experimental survey, we found that the runtime
overhead caused by our technique was within an acceptable range. Above all, it is trivial with respect to
the benefit brought by the large number of additional
OUSs collected by our technique.
For simplicity, in this paper we discussed our
technique based on single-object protocols. However,
as analyzed in Section 6.5, our technique may also be
applicable for multi-object protocols. We leave the
exploration of this to future work. To further evaluate
the effectiveness of our technique, we will perform
extensive experiments on the large-scale and popular
APIs.
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